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ABSTRACT 
Let N+ denote the Smirnov class on the open unit disc D. It is easy to see that for any outer function 
g in N+, there exists a function Gin N+ such that /gl 5 ReG on 80. We describe such a G. In general, 
G may not be outer. In this paper, a necessary and sufficient condition on g is given for the existence 
of an outer function G such that lgl 5 ReG. When g belongs to the Hardy space HI, G is trivially 
given as the Herglotz integral of lgl. 
$1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane and let 6’D be the boundary of 
D. A holomorphic function f in D is said to be of the Nevanlinna class N if 
J’ 
a 
sup log+ If(veq& < 00 
O<r<l -7r 
Iff is in N, then f (eis) = ~lrnf(wis), exists almost everywhere on dD. If 
T ?i I,irr: s log+ 1 f (re”‘)IdQ = 1 log+ 1 f (eiO)jdO; -7r -7r 
then f is said to be in the Smirnov class N+. The set of all boundary functions in 
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N or N+ is also denoted by N or N+, respectively. For 0 <p 5 cm, the Hardy 
space HP, is defined by N+ n LP. 
If g is holomorphic in D and its absolute value lg] has a harmonic majorant, 
then g belongs to H1. The absolute value of a function in N+ need not have a 
harmonic majorant. However, suppose that there exists an outer function h in 
H’ such that g/h is non-negative on D. Let G = GO g/h where GO is the Herglotz 
integral of lhj. Then G belongs to N+ and lgl = ReG on i?D because ReG = Ihl 
g/h. If there exist a function G in N+ such that lg] 5 ReG on dD, then ReG is 
called a generalized harmonic majorant of lg]. In Section 2, we show that for 
every function g in N+ the function ]g/ admits a generalized harmonic ma- 
jorant. Moreover we describe all generalized harmonic majorants of ]gl. 
A function g in N+ is called outer if it is not divisible in N+ by a non-constant 
inner function. A function g in H’ is called strongly outer if the only functionsf 
in H’ such thatf/g is non-negative are scalar multiples of g. It is easy to see that 
a strongly outer function is outer and an outer function may not be strongly 
outer. Like outer functions, strongly outer functions appear in many important 
areas. However the two definitions are very different. For example, so far 
strongly outer functions are only defined in H’. The following definition of a 
strongly outer function extends this notion to N+. Put N = {h/k ; h, k E H”}, 
then it is known that N;N because N 3 l/z by 
its definition. Suppose g is a non-zero function in N+. When s is a non-negative 
function in N and sg belongs to H’ , g is called a strongly outer function if these 
conditions force s to be constant. 
A lot of papers about strongly outer functions in HI have been published. 
For example, [3],[14],[8],[5],[13],[6],[7],[9],[10] and [ll]. In Section 3, we give a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a function in N+ to be strongly outer. 
Moreover we show that there exists an outer function G in N+ such that ]gl 5 
ReG on dD if and only if g belongs to H’ or g is not a strongly outer function. In 
Section 4, we make clear the relation between an outer function and a strongly 
outer function. 
$2. GENERALIZED HARMONIC MAJORANTS 
Let L’(G’D) be the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions. Put 
s 
2n 
L+={~EL’(~D); log(1 + lf(eq)de/27r < m}. 
0 
Then L+ = N+ + N+ (see [l, $21). Hence Proposition 1 below = is clear. We give 
a proof of that not using the fact that L+ = N+ + N+. For a function h in H’, 
put=20 
1 +4&(z) = 
l-Qh(z) 
(z E D). 
Then Qh is a contractive function in HOO, that is, II (2hll < 1. 
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Proposition 1. For arbitrary function g in N+, there exists a function G in N+ such 
that /gj 5 ReG on dD. 
Proof. We may assume that g is outer in N+. Since g/(g] is a unimodular func- 
tion, by a theorem of R.G.Douglas and W.Rudin [4, Theorem = 2.1 in Chapter 
V] there exist two inner functions q and q’ such that 
because (1 + q)2/11 + qj2 = q. By the proof of Lemma 5.4 in [4, = Chapter IV], 
there exists an outer function h in Hi such that 
(1 + q12g/l(l + d2gl = jf$ = w4. 
Put 
G,(18 2 
h 1 - QJ,’ 
then 
Theorem 1. Let g be an outerfunction in N+. Then there is afunction G in N+ such 
that 
jgl 5 ReG on dD 
if and only if there exist an innerfunction q and an outerfunction h such that qg/h 
is non-negative on dD and 
G,z 2(1-QhW) 
h Cl- Qhw)(l -w) 
for some contractive function w in H”. Hence lgl= ReG on dD if and only if w is 
an inner function. 
Proof. If 
G,4g 21 - Qhw) 
h (1 - Q/J(l- = w)’ then 
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We now show the ‘only if’ part. Suppose ]g( _< ReG on dD and G = qG0 where q 
is inner and GO is outer. Put k = 2g/Go, then k belongs to H”” and 
I I ~-k2=l-ZRe/$=ki~k/2 
=1-4Re&L+4=lglZ 
Wo IGo12 
= 1 _ 4lbwG + %I2 < 1 ___ - 
PI2 IFI2 - 
because lgJ I ReG < IG]. By [9, Lemma 61 
k = h(l - QN - w> 
1 - Q/iw 
where h is an outer function in H’, qg/h > 0 on dD, and w is a contractive 
function in Hm. Since G = qG0 = 2q = g/k, 
G,g W-Qhww) q 
h (1 - QdP - 4 
$3. STRONGLY OUTER FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we study a strongly outer function in N+ which is not nec- 
essarily in H’. (1) and (2) of Proposition 2 were proved by K.Yabuta [14] when g 
is in H’. Theorem 2 was proved by T.Nakazi [lo] when g is in H’. Proposition 3 
was proved by E.Hayashi [5] when g is in H’. 
Proposition 2. If an outer function g in N+ satisfies one of the following three 
conditions, then g is a strongly outer function. 
(1) g-l belongs to H’. 
(2) Reg 2 0 on D. 
(3) g = go/k where go is a strongly outer function in H1 and k is a non-zero 
function in H”. 
Proof. (1) If there exists s E fi such that s 2 0 and sg E H’, then s belongs to 
H’l2 because g-’ E H’. This implies that s is constant because H’12 does not 
contain any non-constant non-negative function [12]. 
(2) If there exists s E fi such that s 2 0 and sg E H’, put h = sg. Then 
Reh 2 0 on dD. Since h E H’, Reh > 0 on D and so h is outer. But g + h = (s + 
1)g and Re(g + h) > 0 on D because Reg 2 0 on D. Hence g + h is outer and so 
s + 1 is outer because g is outer. Therefore (s + l)-’ belongs to HW and so s is 
constant. 
(3) If there exists s E fi such that s 2 0 and sg E H1, put h = sg. Then 
sgo = kh E H’. Since go is a strongly outer function, s is constant. 0 
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Theorem 2. Suppose g is an outer function in N+. Then, g is a strongly outer 
function ifand only ifthere does not exist an outerfunction G such that jgl < ReG, 
or if such a G exists then ReG > 0 on D. 
Proof. If there exists an outer function G in N+ such that /g] 5 ReG on dD, 
then by hypothesis ReG > 0 on D and so ReG E L’(i9D). Hence g belongs to 
H’. By [14], g is a strongly outer function. Suppose there does not exist any 
outer function G in N+ such that lg( I ReG on dD. If there exists s E fi such 
that sg E H’, put h = sg and H = the Herglotz integral of lhl, then IhI = ReH on 
8D. Ifs $0, then H f 0 and so H is outer in = N+. Put k = 3D2h/H, then k 
I I 
- 
belongs to H” and g - k = 1. Hence lk12 = 2Regk and so \gl = Re2g/k. Put 
Id lgl 
G = 2g/k, then /gl = ReG and G is outer because g and k are outer. This con- 
tradicts the hypothesis and so s = 0. This implies that g is a strongly outer 
function by definition. Conversely, suppose g is a strongly outer function. If g is 
in H’, then there exists an outer function G such that lg/ 5 ReG. But then 
Theorem 6 in [lo] implies that ReG > 0 everywhere in D. Suppose g $ H’. If 
there exists an outer function G in N+ such that ]g( 2 ReG on dD, put 
k = 2g/G, then k = belongs to H” and g - k 5 1. = Hence by the proof of 
i I Id 
Lemma 5.4 in [4, Chapter IV] there exists an outer function h in H’ such that 
g/lg/ = h/lhl on dD. Put s = h/g then s E fi and s > 0, s is non-constant and 
sg = h belongs to H’. This contradiction implies that there does not exist any 
outer function G in N+ such that IgJ < ReG on 8D. 0 
Corollary. Suppose g is an outer function in H’. 
(1) If g is in H’, then jgl = ReG and G is the Herglotz integral of/g/. 
(2) If g is not a strongly outer function, then lgl = ReG and G = i Go 
where h is an outer function in H’, g/h is nonnegative on dD and Go is 
the Herglotz integral of IhI. 
Proposition 3. Let g be a non-zero function in N+. Then there exist a strongly 
outer function go in N+ and an inner function q such that g = tgo where t is a 
function in N+ and qt is a non-negative function on dD. When t is not constant, go 
is in H’. 
Proof. By definition, if there does not exist any non-constant s in fi such that s 
is non-negative on dD and sg E H1, then put g = go. If such a s exists, we may 
assume that g is outer. Put h = sg, then s is outer and h E H’. By a theorem of 
E.Hayashi [4] there exist a strongly outer function go in H’ and an inner func- 
tion q such that h = !ggo and e is a function in H’ with @ > 0 on dD. Put 
t = e/s. q 
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54. REMARKS 
1. In order to make clear the relation between an outer function and a strongly 
outer function, we give a definition, ‘H denotes a subset of N+ such that (1) 
k7-l C ‘Ft if k is in H” and (2) the outer part of each function in 7-1 belongs to IFI. 
For example, ‘H = N+, X = HP and X = a weighted Hardy space. Suppose g is 
a non-zero function in X. When s is a non-negative function in fi and sg is in 
K, s is called K-outer if these conditions force s to belong to X. 
(a) Any N-outer function is an outer function : For if g E X is X-outer and 
not outer, by definition h = g/q is in N+ for some non-constant inner function q. 
Puts=(1+q)2/q,thensE~,s2O,s~3-tandsg=(1+q)2hEIFt.Thiscon- 
tradiction shows that g is outer. 
(b) A function in N+ is N+-outer if and only if it is outer : The ‘only if’ part is 
clear by (a). Conversely, if g is outer, and sg E N+,s E 8 and s > 0, then s be- 
longs to N+ because g is invertible and N+ is algebra. 
(c) A function in H’ is HI-outer if and only if it is strongly outer : For since 
a constant function belongs to H’, the ‘if’ part is clear. Since H’ does not have 
any non-constant real functions, the ‘only if’ part follows. 
2. Let B(H’) be the unit ball of H’. There exist several kinds of important 
points in B(H’) for extremal problems in H’. For example, extreme points, ex- 
posed points and strongly exposed points. Suppose a functionf is in 8B(H1).f 
is an extreme point if and only iff is an outer function [3].f is an exposed point 
if and only iff is a strongly outer function [3]. When f is an outer function,f is a 
strongly exposed point if and only if If] is a Helson-Szegii weight (see [2], [15]). 
An outer function is defined in N+. In this paper, we define a strongly outer 
function for N+. It would be interesting to generalize a strongly exposed point 
for N+. 
I am very grateful to the referees, who improved the exposition in the first 
draft of this paper. 
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